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Initial algebras for dependent from plain polynomial functors in quasicategories

Let C be a locally cartesian-closed category. Gambino and Hyland [1] construct

initial algebras for dependent polynomial functors

C/I s∗ // C/B f∗
// C/A t! // C/I

from initial algebras for non-dependent ones (where I = 1) in a locally cartesian-closed

category. Their motivation came from dependent type theory: here plain polynomial

functors model ordinary W-types, while dependent polynomial functors model indexed

W-types.

Recent work by Szumi lo [4] and Kapulkin (unpublished) exhibits the syntax of

intensional type theory with function extensionality as a locally cartesian-closed qua-

sicategory. In relating ordinary and indexed notions of W-types in homotopy type

theory [2], one is thus naturally led to continue the categorical analysis of type theo-

retic concepts of [1] and study the relation of initial algebras for plain and dependent

polynomial functors in arbitrary locally-cartesian closed quasicategories.

We first illuminate a deeper categorical nature of the 1-categorical construction [1],

which originally was very much hands-on, giving a significantly more abstract presen-

tation. A key step is an intriguing application of the rolling rule [3], with a reduction

to certain fibrational arguments. The resulting level of conceptuality then makes

the proof amendable to quasicategorification, which we hope to sketch in the second

half of the talk. A crucial distinction is the need to replace a certain equalizer by a

coreflexive one, these concepts not coinciding in the higher categorical context.
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